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Item 2.05. Costs Associated with Exit or Disposal Activities.
 
As previously reported, on May 25, 2018, the Registrant's board of directors committed the company to an exit/disposal plan with respect to
its promotional, ticketing and production businesses because it did not believe that such business units could generate sufficient operating
cash flows to fund the ongoing operations of the Registrant. The Registrant had originally planned to continue to operate its athlete
management business, but such business has not been able to generate sufficient cash flow to justify the continuation thereof. Further, in
light of the planned acquisition of SCWorx, consummation of which is subject to various conditions and is not assured, the Registrant has
determined to make SuckerPunch part of its disposal plan.
 
Accordingly, on September 26, 2018, the Registrant entered into an agreement, effective July 1, 2018, with the principals of its
SuckerPunch athlete management business, under which it returned such business to the original seller thereof, and secured releases from
contractual obligations under two employment agreements. In connection with this disposal, the Registrant estimates a loss on disposition
of $43,000. During the quarter ended June 30, 2018, the Registrant incurred aggregate charges of approximately $1,670,000, in connection
with the impairment of goodwill and intangible assets related to the athlete management business.
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